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Cybersecurity – Attack and Defense Strategies: Infrastructure security with Red Team and Blue Team tacticsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Enhance your organization's secure posture by improving your attack and defense strategies

	
		Key Features

		
			Gain a clear understanding of the attack methods, and patterns to recognize abnormal behavior within your organization with Blue Team tactics.
	
			Learn to unique...
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Real Astronomy with Small Telescopes: Step-by-Step Activities for Discovery (Patrick Moore's Practical Astronomy Series)Springer, 2006
From the reviews:
"The dozens of projects collected here are a combination of observations suitable for current research (such as classifying sun-spots or monitoring binary stars) and recreating classic experiments (such as determining the speed of light by timing Jupiter’s moons). … Besides ample nuggets for science projects,...
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Security in Ad-hoc and Sensor Networks (Computer and Network Security)World Scientific Publishing, 2009

	Ad hoc and sensor networks continue to have a growing impact
	on communication. These cost-effective wireless networks provide
	location independent computing in environments ranging from
	military battlefields to in-home patient monitoring systems. However,
	having real-time connectivity to critical information over an open...
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Pro JavaScript Performance: Monitoring and VisualizationApress, 2012

	Performance is a hugely important area of web development. If your site runs slowly, users are going to leave, and the problem only grows as your site gets more popular. Pro JavaScript Performance gives you the tools you need to keep your sites smooth and responsive no matter how many users you have.

	

	Best...
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Clinical Trials Handbook: Design and ConductJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	A systematic approach to all aspects of designing and conducting clinical trials


	The success or failure of clinical trials hinges on hundreds of details that need to be developed, often under less than ideal conditions. Written by one of the world's leading trialists, Clinical Trials Handbook: Design and Conduct...
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Practical DataOps: Delivering Agile Data Science at ScaleApress, 2019

	
		
			Gain a practical introduction to DataOps, a new discipline for delivering data science at scale inspired by practices at companies such as Facebook, Uber, LinkedIn, Twitter, and eBay. Organizations need more than the latest AI algorithms, hottest tools, and best people to turn data into insight-driven action and useful...
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Supply Chain Imperative, The: How to Ensure Ethical Behavior in Your Global SuppliersAMACOM, 2004
Like many companies in all industries, yours is making an admirable new commitment to higher ethical standards. You’ve worked hard to build or restore your reputation and the trust of your stakeholders. But all your best efforts may be undermined if the many links in your supply chain do not follow suit.

The Supply Chain...
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Automating Linux and Unix System Administration, Second Edition (Expert's Voice in Linux)Apress, 2008
Whether you need a network of ten Linux PCs and a server or a datacenter with a few thousand Unix nodes, you need to know how to automate much of the installation, configuration, and standard system administration.
Build your network once using cfengine, and the network build will work, without user intervention, on any hardware you prefer....
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Learning Cassandra for AdministratorsPackt Publishing, 2013

	Understand the immense capabilities of Cassandra in managing large amounts of data and learn how to ensure that data is always available. This practical, hands-on guide takes you through every stage from installation to performance tuning.


	Overview

	
		Install and set up a multi datacenter Cassandra

...
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Mastering Enterprise JavaBeans, 3rd EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
The bestselling classic is back-and covers the new EJB 2.1 specification!
    Building on the overwhelming success of his previous two editions, renowned author Ed Roman has returned-along with Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB) gurus Gerald Brose and Rima Patel Sriganesh-to offer you the inside scoop on the EJB 2.1 specification and related...
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VB.NET Core Classes in a NutshellO'Reilly, 2002
The .NET platform gives Visual Basic developers access to an entirely new and comprehensive class library that promises to further simplify and speed VB application development. In VB.NET Core Classes in a Nutshell, VB Programmers will find a concise and thorough reference to the types found in the core namespaces of the .NET Framework...
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Introduction to Environmental Analysis (Analytical Techniques in the Sciences)John Wiley & Sons, 2002
Global awareness of the importance of monitoring and protecting our environment has grown considerably over the last ten years. Environmental concerns are now an integral part of today's legislation, product design and development, waste minimization and disposal. As well as background monitoring of the environment, scientists are involved in...
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